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,L is written about the AllegedQueen Cleopatría, is from Greek records).
the 'Treaty to be met.
It could be from this time in History, she acquired the title of Queen
4.n share the' Throne with her
It could be from this tlme in because the Roman Empire gave her authority to share the' Throne with her  L1...„ han to change
her name. K'LE'ÓP'ATR11%
sEcUNDUME¢
But it was the Roman Senate that believed it was JULïUS"‘CAESAR that
f 4t ie history that lets one
gave away the Rornan‘s secret identlty, am.. _._ believe, he fell tmder the spell» 'bec'a'u'se' of “her Beauty. But this is in direct
conflict with what has been written about Queen Cleopatria. She was not pretty nor was she ugly. She did have in perfect '"
Hnneidered perfect. A body that wome
Cleopatria. She was not pretty not .mo _ proportions, a woman's body that was considered perfect. A body that women
fmananms. to have such a body.
proportions, a woman* S pour Una ,_ __ of royality would give away their Kingdoms, to have such a body.
But there was another eide of JULIUS CAESAR that ïnstitutions of Learn make no mention of. Not till one acquires the proper
Credentials and attend an INSTITUTION OF LETTERS, does one really gets to know JULTUS CAESAR. to review, took me de
STITUTION OF LETTERS, does one realli „_ The .Documents these Scholars were permitted to review, took me decades to find
through research and I can safely assume, one came to the same conclusions as these Scholars of Letters did. That JULÍUS
CAESAR was the greatest living ANTHROPOLÓGIST and ANTIQUIST that ever lived and has not
Trìbeeknown ee „__ on how to Control and use the forces ='nature,“which wanted because it would make the Roman Empire
impossible to defeat..
But he was murdered before he was able to get this knowledge and

